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As I enter the front doors of Hope Of Detroit Middle/ High School, I get a rush of
excitement. This rush of excitement is not because there's a field trip today or because there is
an assembly that’s waiting to happen. This rush of excitement is because I love being at school.
The school is a safe place for all of the students that attend Hope Of Detroit. School is a place
to have friends and learn. Many factors make schools great. Hope of Detroit has a special
factor, though. The factor that makes my school awesome are the caring and supportive
teachers. The students also make the school amazing.
I first enrolled at Hope Of Detroit in 2016. On September, 2016 was the first time I went
through the doors of the Middle school. I felt the rush of excitement of starting a new school, but
the nerves set in. The nerves were about meeting new people and finding friends. The nerves
were more of if I was good enough for the school. I soon figured out that Hope Of Detroit was an
amazing fit for me because there are caring teachers. The teachers didn’t only care about your
grades and your test grades. They care about your well being.
The students at Hope of Detroit also make the school amazing. The students at my
school are always nice to the new students. I was a new student in 5th grade and when I went
into the classroom I felt welcomed by the students. The students had introduced themselves to
me. The students at Hope Of Detroit make the school feel comfortable for everyone.
The staff at Hope Of Detroit are super friendly, too. The staff know each student by their
name and have a special relationship with each and every student. Every student is guaranteed
to find a staff member that they are comfortable with. Many students are friends because of the
staff member they are comfortable with.
My school is an amazing school because there is a sport or club for anyone. Even if it’s
NJHS or a sport. From the teachers to entering the school doors. Every student has a place at
Hope Of Detroit. From finding new friends or a group of friends that are going to stick with you
until next year and the year after. Hope Of Detroit is an amazing school.

